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1 Testimony
• Problem1

– Ubiquity: A great deal of what we know comes from testimony

– Explanation: How do we gain knowledge (or justification) from testimony?

* Problem of Evidence
· Don’t want to make knowledge via testimony too difficult
· A lot of the time you don’t have access to that person’s evidence or

evidence about that person’s reliability
· What could the evidence be that supports you coming to know in this

way?

* Problem of Gullibility
· Don’t want to make knowledge via testimony too easy
· People are incompetent, mislead, etc.

• Lockeanism, Reductionism, and Non-Reductionism

– Lockean Nihilism: We don’t gain knowledge from testimony, since certainty
is necessary for knowledge, and what we gain from testimony can be, at best,
highly probable.

* Belief-Forming Norm: Maintain a level of confidence in testimony that
reflects the strength of your evidence.

* Problem: Makes knowledge too difficult [Problem of Evidence]

– Reductionism: We do gain knowledge from testimony, but we can reduce the
warrant it provides to other kind of warrant (e.g. evidence, perception, infer-
ence, memory, etc.

* In order to come to know something, you need positive evidence/reason
in support of that piece of knowledge

· Global Reductionism: Hearer must have positive reason(s) for be-
lieving testimony is reliable in general

· LocalReductionism: Hearermust have positive reason(s) for believ-
ing testimony is reliable in this particular instance

* Question: What’s the positive reason?
1Some of these notes come from Ishani Maitra’s W17 Graduate Seminar: Trust and Its Discontents

– Anti-reductionism: Testimony is a basic, non-reducible source of knowledge,
alongside perception, inference, memory, etc.

* We gain knowledge via testimony absent defeaters or negative reasons (we
don’t need positive reason to believe)

* Question: What are the defeaters?

* Worry: Makes knowledge too easy [Problem of Gullibility]

• Individualist vs. Social Epistemology

– One response: All of this looks puzzling because we’re used to this individual-
ist approach to epistemology. If we recognized the social aspects of knowledge,
a lot of this would look less puzzling.

2 Testimonial Injustice

“Marge, there’s female intuition, and then there are facts.”

Epistemic Injustice: “kind of injustice in which someone is wronged specifically in her ca-
pacity as a knower’ (Fricker, 20)’

I. Testimonial Injustice: “credibility deficit owing to an identity prejudice in the
hearer,” typically based off negative prejudicial (Fricker, 28)

– Credibility Deficit: Hearer affords speaker less credibility than then evidence
that they are speaking truly

– Identity Prejudice: Prejudice against (or in favor of ) an individual qua
memember of a social group

– Central case of testimonial injustice involves systematic identity prejudice, based
on negative identity-prejudicial stereotypes

* Ex: Tom in To Kill a Mockingbird

* Ex: Kamala Harris being called ‘hysterical’ by Jason Miller
· “Sessions knocked away some of the hysteria from Kamala Harris

and some of the Democrats who wanted to make this a big partisan
show.”

* Ex: Fox News Interview with Reza Aslan (https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=H7UU6FQoU_g)

II. Hermeneutic Injustice: “the injustice of having some significant area of ones so-
cial experience obscured from collective understanding owing to a structural identity
prejudice in the collective hermeneutical resource.” (155)
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3 A Puzzle About Moral Testimony

. Pure Moral Deference

Vegetarian: “Eleanor has always enjoyed eating meat but has recently realized that it
raises some moral issues. Rather than thinking further about these, however, she talks
to a friend, who tells her that eating meat is wrong. Eleanor knows that her friend is
normally trustworthy and reliable, so she believes her and accepts that eating meat is
wrong.”

Contrast:

Pain: Eleanor has recently become aware that other species might feel pain. She decides
to ask her animal physiology professor, Singer, whether cows feel pain. He tells her that
they do. She defers to Singer; that is, she comes to believe that cows feel pain on the basis
of Singer’s testimony alone.

Another ex: Someone giving you directions to stadium vs. telling you that football is
morally wrong. In latter, weird if you turn around and don’t go to the game!

PureMoralDeference: D’s deference toE that p is pure moral deference iff p has ‘wholly’
moral content and D believes that p without knowing any reasons why p is true

Puzzles: (i) How can it be odd to trust pure moral testimony when it would not be odd
to trust non-moral testimony?2 (ii) How can it be unacceptable, or even peculiar, to trust
moral testimony when by doing so you could gain knowledge?3 (iii) Why is pure moral
deference problematic but taking advice is acceptable and sometimes even obligatory?4

Further Data: “Why do you think eating meat is wrong?” “Because Elise told me so!”
(Contrast “Why do you think the busstop is on the corner of South St. andN.University?
Because my friend told me!”)

⇒ Should someone feel slighted if you don’t believe her moral testimony?

2Most common formulation in the literature.
3Hills’ formulation of the puzzle in “Moral Testimony” (2013).
4Hills (2012).

. Responses: Pessimism & Optimism

Optimism: “What’s the problem?”

Pessimism: ere are strong reasons not to form moral beliefs via moral testimony

Epistemic Pessimism: ese reasons are epistemic reasons: accepting moral testi-
mony is problematic because it does not yield knowledge.5

Moral Pessimism: ese reasons are moral reasons: moral testimony is morally
problematic because someone who defers lacks crucial components of virtue, such as
moral understanding, motivation, and the right dispositions.6

5Ex: Sarah McGrath, “Moral Disagreement and Moral Expertise”; Robert Hopkins, “What is Wrong with
Moral Testimony?”

6Ex: Hills; Fletcher: “Moral Testimony: Once More with Feeling”
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